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3. Conclusion
The proposed solution offers a flexible way to integrate legacy
machine tools into an Industry 4.0 environment.
Industry 4.0 allows to fuse data through the Cloud thus making
a robot react agile in dynamic environments where the
unpredictability and complexity of these environments makes
conventional programming approaches too inefficient. Context
dependent obstacle avoidance is critical to e.g. co-bot
applications where humans need to interact with robots safely.
Examples of harsh industrial environments where the proposed
solution is of particular use are robot or drone supported
loading tasks onto shifting decks of ships, trucks or planes and
human/robot supported off-shore maintenance of oil-platforms.
Hardware-endpoint security aspects such as issues with
manual tempering with IoT devices and hacking have been
systematically addressed by in [3].
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1. Rationale
Robots play a significant role in powering the Industry 4.0
revolution. However, robots need to be smart to be useful
in an Industry 4.0 context. This means they need to be
able to collect information, learn, make smart decisions
and enact on dynamic information in context – all this
needs to happen in real-time in complex and sometimes
very harsh and unpredictable dynamic industrial
environments where robotic endurance, speed and
accuracy is required while security, safety and agility and
quick adaptability has to be maintained with little
programming effort.
Internet of Things (IoT) devices allow to alleviate these
challenges while allowing a gentle, low cost and gradual
introduction of new Industry 4.0 technology through
augmentation of existing valuable machinery.

2. Research
An existing legacy robotic systems has been upgraded
through the use of a novel modular IoT solution (RT-IoT).
The modular system offers:
- plug-and-play USB technology to quickly connect a

range of sensors, e.g. acceleration, tilt angle, motion 
and proximity, temperature, vibration, etc. to a
programmable processing unit

- cost efficient upgrading of legacy machinery for
education and industrial purposes

- WiFi and Bluetooth connectivity to the Cloud
- lightweight image processing and onboard camera
- easy to program and use
- robust hard shell 
- end-point security

Together with rapid optical image processing, real-time
path-planning feedback into the robot controller, the
upgraded conventional robotic arm offers real-time
collision avoidance in unpredictable dynamic industrial
environments [2].

Figure 2: RT-IoT-enhanced industrial robotic arm (photo left) 
for collision free operation in dynamic industrial environments

Figure 1: Modular Rt-IoT smart sensor using 
USB technology
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